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“sea” I Love
 
“SEA” I LOVE
 
The frothy surf, the waves, the swell
Sail across new worlds to see
To return with tales to tell
I set my sail to the “call of the sea”
 
Gulls join for a gratis ride
Dip! Dip! Back with dinner treat
By night in “crow’s nest” they hide
Up again before the stars retreat
 
Sprouts of water a fine sight to see
Blue whales on a splendid display
Rising hope and luck for the sea
Keeping spirits high day by day
 
Days go by, roughs and calms
Winds against, winds from west
Tour along variables and doldrums
Swing the sail, to its very best
 
Zealous wanderer of the sea
Sail! Sail! Thing I do best
Thing I love the mighty sea
Thing I love its endless sight
	
……………jibin joseph
 
(for you dad)
10th Nov 2007
Rio Grande, Brazil
 
jibin joseph
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Addressed To Your Heart.....
 
Sending you my heart
In a package of love
Covered with sweet dreams
Stamped with trust
Sealed with care
Yellow ribbon of hugs
Tied up with a smile
Knot made of a kiss
Addressed to your heart
 
jibin joseph
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Aftermath (War)
 
Oh! spirit, this way to paradise
thy illustroius life, like a game of dice.
hundreds died for thy lust of blood
hearts shatteres for thy flag they beheld.
 
Now they not pray for days of rain,
nor they pray for the sun to shine.
sour truth, the black clouds of despair
as they inhale the smoky charred air.
 
jibin joseph
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Aids
 
Why cant we speak
Why cant we talk
Why only wisper behind their backs
 
Why we hesitate
Why we  curse
Why we dislike to see their face
 
Why we isolate
Why we let go
Why we treat them like dirt
 
Who are we to judge
Who are we to comment
Then why do we act like this
 
Disease is a disease
Not an evil
Then why do we treat them bad
 
What did these children do
Whats their fault
Then why such cold feet
 
Why we dislike to hear the name
Why we see with a different eye
Tommorow it could be you who suffer
 
Its an evil you would say
But less devil than you and I
Who treat them as a different breed
 
Why its such a taboo
Why we cant speek
Why we hesitate to talk about AIDS
 
Why are we so narrow minded
Why can’t we create awareness
Why we hasitate to talk about AIDS
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jibin joseph.....................
 
jibin joseph
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Be Gentle With Words
 
Anger is directly proportional to the opponent
Yes it’s true we fight with the feeble
Today I saw this man shout and curse
 
I have known him for years, he is a rat
Only can speak behind peoples back
His gestures now is forever worse
 
Why can’t people control anger when put to test
Hurting words, that you can never reverse
Why can’t we be gentle with words than curse?
 
Control your anger for its nothing great
Hold back your anger for it’ll only break
Let the fragrance of our words, spread as rose
 
jibin joseph
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Butterfly
 
Flippy flip butterfly
Merry merry
As you fly
 
Merry merry butterfly
Over bright roses and daisies
As you drink your share and fly
Every dropp you do enjoy
 
Merry merry butterfly
 
jibin joseph
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Christmas, Sailing Home For
 
Christmas, Sailing home for
 
 
I am sailing home for christmas
I am sailing home today
I am sailing home for christmas
On this jolly old boat
 
Decked with all the presents
From lands far far away
I am sailing home for christmas
To be near my dear ones
 
I am sailing home for christmas
I see all the happy faces as I near the shore
As happy I can be, as I docked my boat
I am back home to wish you all
 
A MERRY MERRY CHRISTMAS
 
 
jibin joseph...............
 
WISH YOU ALL A MERRY CHRISTMAS
 
jibin joseph
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Coffin Of Gold
 
All around its greed
More more more I need
If I have one I need more
I am not satisfied anymore
 
Not in my dream, I would share
Greed overtook me and I stopped to care
I am no longer satisfied with anything
Feel like owning everything
 
All the money in the world
Still greed tells me more and more
Where I will bury all these wealth
I have lost myself that’s the truth
 
Help me …to me they plead
Greedy I am to see them plead
What will I do with all these money?
Still more more more I need
 
Maybe I will have a coffin of gold
Stacked inside with paper money
Where will I take these after I die?
With open arms and in coffin I lie
 
No more can I hold anything
The truth to leave behind everything
Still I am filled with greed
More more more I need
 
jibin joseph
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Envy
 
I heard a devil laugh out loud
When his sword cut a cord
Cord of friendship, peace and joy
Envy devil’s gift for a happy crowd
 
Envy thy friend’s life and health
Envy his money and wealth
He did enjoy when you fought
Swears and curses left your breath
 
Envy for the pleasures of life
Envy thy neighbor’s wife
He did play; with your minds
Smiles from your face he did wipe
 
jibin joseph
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Fool´s Desire
 
Is it fool’s desire?
To undo what’s been done.
Hold hope in times of despair.
Wait for moments bygone.
 
‘It is fool’s desire’
Longing for the truth
Are you the sky’s heir?
To deny the heaven’s wrath
 
‘Its fools who desire’
For joy, for life beautiful!
World clouded with stale air
We live amongst the deceitful
 
jibin joseph
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Freedom
 
Freedom; granted seldom greet,
Tyrants collar; prides the afflict.
Chains of slavery, but a habit,
Hardly ever questioning; clout.
 
When gained in struggle; a prize,
Scar of master's dishonesty.
Crave more than life; liberty,
Roam free; a feel to cherish.
 
jibin joseph
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Friend....
 
if you are in trouble i'll be there in front
does that make me any different
you are my sweetest friend
if i cant be there for you upfront
how do i qualify as your friend.
 
(this one is dedicated to my best friend)
 
jibin joseph
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Garden Of Five Senses
 
Early morning.
When the birds sing,
I hear you.
 
When the flowers bloom,
I see you.
When the suns rays embrace,
I feel you.
 
Fragrance the wind brings,
I smell you.
And the bees whisper,
As you do.
 
“I love you too”
My garden of five senses
It’s..…………..
 
You
You
You
 
You
And
Only you.
 
jibin joseph
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Happy Anniversary
 
There are things said,
There are things unsaid.
And somewhere in the middle,
Things that I understand.
 
A stare from the corner of your eyes,
The way you take care of your hair.
The giggle and the smile,
The way you say kee.
 
I am short of words,
Silent tale of my heart.
I let you lean over and listen,
To the heart that beats only for you.
 
Every moment to cherish,
From our days of vows,
To the end of times,
Forever mine, forever your.
 
Happy anniversary my love,
My honey pie, my darling dove.
 
jibin joseph
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Happy Birthday Mom
 
Mother oh dear
You have always been there
From our first step
To now where we are
 
Guided us through life
You dear our precious
We treasure more than life
Love you forever
 
jibin joseph
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Happy New Year
 
i cant wait anymore
night getting longer forever more
waiting for a new start
new begining to play my part
 
resolutions to make
promise to never break
chance to make things right
future prosperous and bright
 
new year fills my heart with hope
delighted am i for the new leap
i welcome 2007 the new year
wishing you all a happy new year
 
 
 
happy new year
jibin joseph.................
 
jibin joseph
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Hero
 
There is a hero in everyone,
A fighter within you.
As mighty as the sun,
Vision in clear view.
 
Power to share, power to give,
Protector for the ones you love.
The strength to carry on, to live,
Peace to spread  like Noah's dove
 
A hero in everyone; do realize,
Look inside and you will see,
In autrocity, you will rise,
To guard; to roam free.
 
jibin joseph
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I Can’t Fight Anymore...
 
Yes sir, sure it is but not mine
I can’t anymore it ain’t fine
Who says it’s just and right
Its only corpse and blood in my sight
 
Who says we have to fight
If we can never set things right
Its only one race and its human
Nations and borders made by man
 
So why we try to make it even
When we fight we loose our own
I don’t want to rise anymore
My hands shed tears of many poor
 
They were crippled without a weapon
When with my gun I fired upon
They pleaded they cried for life
Who am I to grant them life?
 
On knees they cried for my mercy to seek
If I can’t give life why do I take?
Don’t want to play God anymore
I won’t raise my gun anymore
 
This war I can’t fight anymore
I can’t see the cries anymore
I can’t take life anymore
I can’t see them die anymore
 
jibin joseph
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In Love Again
 
I had this dream today
You were running away
I was trying to reach near
You had already gone far
 
I tried to keep up
You were always on top
I was running on marshy land
My foot burying in the sand
 
You were running on solid ground
You keep gaining ground
Why I dreamt like this
Don’t know the meaning of this
 
Could you tell me please
You try to get away with ease
Sun was going to set
It was rainy and wet
 
You were running to horizon
Towards the red copper sun
Is everything getting over
There was rain and thunder
 
You never looked around
Floods forming all around
You still on solid ground
Now I am running over flood
 
I feel I will never get to you
Never ever reach you
Still I struggled running
Hoping you would stop running
 
My hopes were fading
The hand you were holding
He was running besides you
Now I know I have lost you
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He has occupied my space
Left me lost in sapce
So I started to walk back
Never can I  win you back
 
Too many running towards me
When I stopped they bumped at me
World was pleasant all over
With my loved ones all over
 
Sun showing off its light
Everything shinning so bright
Now even I feel alright
With all these beautiful sight
 
Streams with waves dancing
The flowers singing and waving
Birds of the sky
Flying up so high
 
Then someone kissed me
Too close she held me
I saw this angel face
Brought a smile in my face
 
Everything so perfect again
Fallen in love forever again
Clouds floating low
With a white shinny glow
 
I found true love at the end
Now walking holding her hand
We were walking on solid ground
No more rain and flood
 
I don’t run anymore
No more memories sour
When you run towards someone
Turn back to walk with someone
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jibin joseph
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Kiss Of Death
 
No one to stop you
Even you can’t deny
The world will miss you
But you can’t delay
 
You be gone forever
People remember your deeds
In our heart you will live forever
You will be always in our dreams
 
You have left our footprints
Prints of love in our heart
And will stay there till our end
Miserable I am, without my sweetheart
 
The only constant the only truth
To leave behind all you achieved
If you been here someday you have to leave
Everything it takes the kiss of death
 
The only constant, the only truth
Kiss of death, death it is……..
 
jibin joseph
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Land Of Rainbows
 
My love hold my hand
Hold my hand tight
While we take a walk
A walk on the rainbows
 
And when we reach the summit
Lets slide down to the horizon
You slide on green
Me on blue
Lets shout with glee
All the way down
 
Don’t you ever leave my hands?
When we reach the other side
Cos I know no one there
On the other end
 
In fact there is no one there
Only you and me
Lets get lost in each other
And no one around
In the land of rainbows
 
jibin joseph
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Love - Happy Valentine's Day
 
It was easy for me to fall in love.
Like Adam in love with Eve.
It was only you, singularity of my life to be.
The whole world a void but you.
 
Happy Valentine's Day
 
jibin joseph
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Love And To Be Loved
 
To love Its easy..
Present a wrap of ur heart in rose form.
Sweetnees of u in chocolate form…
Precious love in ornament form….
Aroma of ur love in perfume form
So on soo long…
 
To be loved aint easy
To remember when to wrap ur heart…
To share the sour and sweet moments as and when, ,
To preserve that glitter in that eyes corner
To close ur eyes and indulge the whiff
So long so “ON” forever and more.
 
Jibin Joseph
 
jibin joseph
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Mail
 
The pleasure I seek
The joy I feel
When across the miles
I receive your mail
 
It starts with live
Signed with a kiss
I hear your voice
Across each line
 
I feel your heartbeat
Sweetness of your lips
Warmth of your skin
The sparkle in your eyes
Fragrance of your hair
Dimple on your cheeks
 
In those few lines, you
Send me with love
 
jibin joseph
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Memories...
 
She the brightest pearl
In the sea of his memories
Times together they spent
Are like treasures in the seabed
 
It will lie there forever
Until someone ventures
To trace out their past
Memories sure it lasts
 
She his precious stone
His guide when he was alone
Memories made to cherish
Stays even after they perish
 
World then talks of two souls
Who lived in separate poles?
World asks did they ever meet
Yes their meetings so sweet
 
Everyday after sunset
In the sky they meet
He the moon, she the star
Their story spread too far
 
Find them in pages of history
The cutest love story
Story of moon and a star
And their love for each other.
 
jibin joseph
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Message Before I Leave
 
I was hit by a truck
My bike thrown overboard
I saw people gathered around
My fate my bad luck
 
I sensed wetness in my head
Someone there splashed water
Not a word I could utter
All around it was colour red
 
I wanted to lift myself
With outstretched hand
Looked around for a helping hand
It’s just a body and not myself
 
People tried to give me first aid
Women and children cried
Bleeding and hopeless as I lied
If only I had worn my safety aid
 
Now I leave the world
If only, I had worn my helmet
If only, I had worn my helmet
I leave a message and leave this world
 
There is nothing stylish than your life
If only, I had worn my helmet
If only, I had worn my helmet
I would have had some more life
 
If only, I had worn my helmet
If only, I had worn my helmet
 
 
 
jibin joseph.................
 
jibin joseph
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Messenger Of Love...
 
Smile, it will never cost a dime
Then why do I have to tell you every time
Smile is a magic, brings hearts together
With package of love which stays forever
 
Smile is a medicine, wounds it heal
Anger and hatred no more in the deal
To see someone smile, how happy it feels
Smile imprints our hearts with its love zeal
 
Smile spreads love- it’s a treasure
Smile- give and take without measure
It feels good to bring out a smile
Messenger of love, that’s your smile.
 
jibin joseph
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Miss You.....
 
Your beautiful face, I miss
Your smile, your style, your kiss
I long for your voice to hear
To hold your hand and feel you near
 
Oh honey what should I compare
When I breathe you are my air
You, my heart my soul
You, the one who makes me whole
 
I miss you every day and night
In the dark you are my light
I feel you when my heart beat
You the one who makes me complete
 
I am delighted when I hear your name
My dear I know you feel the same
You my music my song
I think of you all day long
 
jibin joseph
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Multiply
 
Share your worry,
And you will never cry.
 
Share your joy,
It will sure multiply.
 
jibin joseph
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My First Born
 
Ten 'lil fingers and toes,
Waving high to reach the sky.
A fresh hairdo by God's very own,
Filled the air with happy sign.
 
         Sparkle of mama's eyes,
         Cutie face with papa's nose.
         Ears feast on lullabays
         Most joyous moment when you smile
 
(with love to my dearest-est christof baby)
                                                  loving appa
 
jibin joseph
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My Guiding Star
 
It was a lonely and dark night
I lost directions left and right
 
Then I saw a star so bright
Its lovely cosmic light
 
And now I feel all right
 
 
jibin joseph
 
jibin joseph
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My Heart's Dock
 
Its crowded, countless faces,
People come and depart.
Waving, weeping and embraces;
And my love; you, stands apart.
 
In this vast ocean crowd,
Voices gentle and loud.
I see my love harbor,
Docking place for my heart.
 
jibin joseph
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My Moral Self
 
My moral self
 
Spirit that dwell within
Share of virtue and vice.
 
Armor of truth and lies
Shields of modesty and airs
Sword of goodwill and hate
 
Then;
What make us to choose? 	
What invoke our moral self?
Define us the way we are
 
It’s the marks we grip,
((Hatred  Or  Love)) 
In this battle of life
 
                  …………..jibin joseph
 
jibin joseph
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Nursery Rhyme
 
if you can run,
go get some bun.
 
the shops gonna close,
so hurry up on your toes.
 
(to Prateeksha the smile in my friends life)
 
jibin joseph
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Peace Hungry
 
Peace hungry
 
I would rather fly a kite
If not for the stupid beach patrol
 
I would rather play a ball game
If not to hide in trenches
 
I would rather enjoy the scenic sunset
If not to scan for a trained rival
 
I would rather surf the waves
If not to guard my sea
 
I would rather scuba dive
If not to gaze the periscope
 
I would rather listen to jazz
If not to decrypt dids and daas
 
I would rather play a melody
If not to sound the pitiful bugle
 
I would rather shoot a wild boar
If not to strain over a telescope
 
I would rather be a glider
If not to equip for a dogfight
 
I would rather fire some crackers
If not to cart the fatboy
 
I would rather savor an apple
If not to nibble the fuse
 
I would rather sprint off the meadows
If not to dash for my life
 
I would rather be home and glad
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If not for those mulish power fights
 
 
Jibin Joseph
2nd September 2010
Cochin, India.
 
jibin joseph
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Pluto..........My Dear
 
Now I no more have her
At least they told me so
Up above she is still there
Then why it has to be so
 
I had a whole bunch of nine
They looked upon from the sky
Now they say she is no more mine
All I can say is bye bye
 
I wonder who are they to decide
Now only eight out of nine
She is far away and left behind
I miss the family of nine
 
The Earth we live upon
Of all, Venus the brightest
How from up above they shine
Across the sky making us happier
 
Jupiter big and the mightiest
Mercury the smallest, Mars and Venus
Saturn with rings, Neptune and Uranus
Pluto my dear why you left behind
 
No one cares what I think
I wish I could bring her back
They say there is no more a link
The value of family it lacks
 
Beware, you my dear Neptune
For they will bring some theory
Then you also be soon gone
Soon you too will be history
 
How do I bring you back again?
Dear Pluto to the family of nine
I wonder what did they gain
Excluding you from the mighty nine
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jibin joseph
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Resande Man
 
Buried for decades, in the shoal,
Oh! travelling man show us your mole.
Bell that toiled for Boatswain and crew,
Tell us its you, give us a clue.
 
Hiden for centuries to be found at last,
Treasure us with stories of your past.
Who would have thought in 20 you lie,
Even i was a sailor passerby.
 
jibin joseph
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School Time
 
My teacher asks me to study
Get up early every morning
Time table for each day
Plan your things as it says
 
As my school reopened
New books and a clean slate
Books covered and labeled
White cloth and chalk for the slate
 
How neatly I wrote my name
Drew a picture in the front page
Wanted it to remain the same
Never teared a single page
 
I was studious had an aim
Colourful marks I scored in test
With friends we played few games
In every game we were the best
 
Then as the days go by
Started to tear pages from the books
Then said the books a brief bye bye
Dog ears in all my books
 
Pages used for a million other things
Paper rockets to fly at friends
Wrote the names on their wings
Painted red at the rocket ends
 
Played in water on rainy days
Plastic shoes and pink raincoats
Prayed for fever on test days
In water sailed paper boats
 
Now its time for the big exams
No more playgrounds and fun days
Back to books to clear exams
Once again early rise each day
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jibin joseph
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Seeds Of Light,    Reap
 
SEEDS OF LIGHT,    reap
 
Salutations, Oh! Most forceful.
For in the dawn
 
When you reap,
“The seeds of light”
 
None so powerful,
None so bright.
 
                            ……..jibin joseph
 
jibin joseph
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Seeds Of Light,   Sow
 
Salutations,  Oh!  Mighty lord.
For before you leave,
You sow the seeds,
“The seeds of light.”
 
That guide our way,
Through  the darkest night.
 
jibin joseph
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Selfish Soul
 
I am a selfish soul
I don’t see the sorrows around
I don’t hear the cries
I just curse the system to change
What good did I do to change
 
I am a selfish soul
Am I even worthy to comment
If I myself refuse to change
I don’t even smile at people
Why do I expect them to smile
 
I am a selfish soul
I am living inside a cocoon
Pretending to be a happy soul
Not accepting the evils around
What good am I if I don’t change
 
I am a selfish soul
Why do people fight I ask
Without wanting them to stop
I don’t really care for anyone
Unless it is someone my own
 
I am a selfish soul
Why should I wait for a saviour
Why do I even care for a change
As long as I am happy in my mask
Why do I need a change
 
I am a selfish soul
The miseries around make me think
But time heals everything
Those who loose they suffer
As time passes sorrows get lesser
 
I am a selfish soul
World filled with crooks and lies
Who cares who cries and who dies
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I don’t have time for anyone
I am happy in my wicked mask
 
I am a selfish soul
Whats all these disease and filth
All the crippled and the sick
As all day I merry around
Little I care whats going around
 
I am a selfish soul
Why should I care you beg for bread
Why do I care that you even eat
As long as I got my share of meat
What do I care whats your fate
 
I am a selfish soul
Little I care if on road you sleep
What do I care that you, even sleep
As long as I have my roof
I don’t care you cry or weep
 
I am a selfish soul
What do I care whose cries are these
As long as I am happy I care the least
I am a selfish soul
I am a selfish soul…………………
 
 
jibin joseph
 
jibin joseph
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Set Things Right....Before It's Late
 
If I am given one more day
A day to do the things that wasn’t done
A day to say sorry and a few thanks
If only I could get up and set things right
But here I am in my deathbed
Unable to wake up unable to react
Now I feel sorry for all my deeds
I want to apologize but can’t even speak
I see loads of machines and gadgets
Rhythm of my heart on the screen
I know I am granted no more
Hate to accept that its gonna end
I will leave behind a few memories
My loved ones will cry at m demise
If I am granted one wish this day
I would take a walk in the meadows
Holding your hand we walk together
Listening to your stories, I will kiss your ear
But my hours are counted now
I don’t have a choice to live
For all that’s done I have a place in hell
When I leave this earth and go
When I stand to hear the judgment
I would wish if I had done some good
If I could defend my hopeless fate
So lord if you grant me one day
I would set all things right
But the truth is, its never gonna happen
I start seeing the colour black
The whole room closing in faster
I see two figures discussing to each other
One dressed in black and one in white
Fighting to decide who will take my soul
Where are they gonna take my soul
If only I had one more day
I am sure I would have left with white.
 
jibin joseph
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She Is A Murderer....
 
She is a murderer
A merciless killer
She has 10 to her count
How cruel her account
 
Drug them with chloroform
To devil she now transform
Pinned them with nail
Like prisoner without bail
 
A pith and they paralyze
Now she starts to analyze
With knife chest torn apart
Closely she examined his heart
 
Blood flowing from the vein
He struggled all in vain
The poor frog accepts its fate
Cruel this deed I hate
 
I wished this frog was human
Why no experiments on man
To study why we kill animals
This deed made us all animals
 
See how many frogs we sacrifice
To make human a superior race
For knowledge why kill a frog
How tragic the fate of the frog
 
jibin joseph
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Sublime Grace      (Mother Teresa)
 
A life of surrender
A heart filled with love
Open arms for the needy
Oh! mother such sublime grace
 
You conquered our hearts
With your everlasting love
Oh! Most gracious soul
Stream of eternal beauty
 
jibin joseph
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The Appointment
 
She shook me up
“The appointment”
Now I got a day
That’s what she say
No regrets, no disappointments
 
To keep it even
One day she granted
I don’t have time
Not even to think
No place to go
No time to even blink
 
Time is fixed
To end it all
“I ain’t a fairy” she said
“I am death”
“ain’t you lucky”
“For I spared you this day”
(Life is precious and short. Live it)
 
jibin joseph
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The One
 
Not a moment
Without your thought
Not a dream
Without my sweetheart
 
Not a second
As the time passes by
Without those memories
Of the days gone by
You……………
Always on my mind
 
At dawn, at dusk
Be it sun or shower
On starry moonlights
Or dark cloudy nights
When I wake up
When I lie in bed
 
On endless sweltering
Summer days
On cold freezing
Winter nights
You…………the one
Always on my mind
 
jibin joseph
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Unconditional Love
 
Whats our relationship you ask
I don’t know you speak
What am I  to say
Just that as you said
Words are really few
You are my friend
Better than the best friend
To whom I can say anything
Talk almost everything
You make me feel happy
You are my sweet friend
You are my inspiration
You are my conscience
My philosopher, my teacher
My guide, my lucky star
Star you are
The brightest one
Star anyone would wish upon
My guiding light
What more should I say
You would ask me
To stop these lines
These are mere
Juggle with words
What more can I say
We have known for ages
Now you ask me
What am I to you
You are all the things that shines
All the things that make me smile
Not a moment will pass
Without you in my mind
When I am happy
You the first one I share
When I am sad
You are the one who cares
I feel like sharing my memories
My past, my present, my future
Thought of ever loosing you
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Fill my eyes with tears
You will tell me to stop
You ll tell “ you play with words’’
What do I say, I swear
These are not my words
These are my thoughts my feelings
That my heart tells me to speak
We were birds in our past life
You sang me a song don’t you remember
The bond is true and pure
Can’t you feel me near
Why do you even ask me
Whats our relationship
I went in search of words
I searched in many languages
They don’t have a clue
To put it in mear words
Even I can’t explain
We share jokes, we share songs
We share stories and poems
There are songs that reminds me of you
There is a place we always meet
There is even a lucky number
In all the pleasant things, its you I see
You still want me to explain
I simply don’t know what to say
I simply don’t have words to say
 
 
 
jibin joseph………………………………
 
jibin joseph
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Valentine's Riddle....Colourful
 
My life was dumb and dull
Used to see in black and white
Then she appeared, my angel
Now rainbows all over my sight
 
My life turned meaningful
More than that so colourful
She paints my heart
With her brush of love
 
Now my heart so colourful
Like a million rainbows
 
 
 
(mouth the word COLOURFUL to your ladylove / lover and she / he will solve the
riddle for you)
 
COLOURFUL
COLOURFUL
COLOURFUL
COLOURFUL
COLOURFUL
COLOURFUL
COLOURFUL
 
one for each colour of rainbow
 
jibin joseph
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Wanderer
 
In a dream I cease.
I cease, to resurrect.
I am no more of the world.
And I wander.
From one world to another.
I wander the past the future.
And in the present I cease to exist.
 
Peace
jj
 
jibin joseph
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War
 
Greed and voracity it never paused;
Man's desire ignited for unjust cause.
Lust for power, wealth and flesh;
Vicious  outburst in just a flash.
 
	Different names, different identity;
	Evil did make a grand entry.
       From ancient troy shores;
	To smoking guns of great wars
 
Christened with promising names;
Deadly   the strategic war games.
Trojan horses, Fat boys and nukes;
New queens, bishops, pawns and dukes.
 
	Never to pause, never to stop;
	It's a race to the mountain top.
	Oh man! Do you recall?
	How it used to be, your soul?
 
jibin joseph
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Why?  2   …………shooting Stars
 
With all those “stars”
Falling off the sky
 
As the days go by………
I wonder, why? ? ? ? ? ?
Why?  Still millions up so high………..
 
jibin joseph
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Will You Join Me Honey? ? ?
 
Riding on my pony
I will travel the world
Will you join me honey?
When off I go to see this world
 
We will stop for the night
When we reach the border
Wait for the morning light
Before we go any further
 
Feed the pony with water
When we rest by the lake
Will ride her faster
If we get any late
 
We will see man’s wonders
Palaces, forts and monuments
Get lost in cities and wander
At night sleep in canvas tents
 
We will climb every mountain
On top we will place our flag
Spent one day near fountain
Recite the first song we sang
 
Long walks in green field
Bounce on stacks of hay
Venture the jungle to see the wild
Have dinner near the ocean bay
 
With spirits high we keep singing
Will you join me honey?
Its gonna be fun riding
Riding on my pony
 
jibin joseph
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Words Are Few
 
Wondering if you had always knew
How much, my heart aches for you
Those sparkle in your eyes like drops of dew
Don’t even say, for the words are few
 
jibin joseph
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Words Mean Nothing
 
When I am with you
I am short of words
And then I realise……………
We don’t need words to speek
And when I talk to you
I even forget what I just said…..
 
jibin joseph
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World Goes Binary.....
 
When I was a kid I started to count
1 2 3 4 5 6 I learnt to count
Then a few number games to play
Add sustract divide and muliply
 
More and more I learned …..trignometry
Algebra fractrions and probability
Strange enough only 0s and 1s now I count
Binary they say crazy it sound
 
I wonder are we going back in time
Of all these numbers only 2 we need
Maybe further more we go back a bit
Only to find we only need stones to count
 
jibin joseph
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Wringles
 
the whole world behind the 'wonder portion'
to get young we forget the real magic,
happiness finds new meaning in creams and lotion
trust me wringles are were the smiles have been.
 
jibin joseph
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You, My Superstar
 
before i met u i was known mearly by my name
after i met you i am known as the happiest soul
you are my inspiration, you are my teacher
you are my angel, you are my superstar
and what more should i say....................
even the thought of you, my heart jumps with joy
 
jibin joseph
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Your Smile.....
 
Can I trade your smile for mine?
Cos your's is greater than sunshine
So precious than any goldmine
Do always wear your sparkling shine
 
(this one for your smile,  my 'lil sis)
 
jibin joseph
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